Press Release – for immediate release
TeamBoard launches new range of IFP solutions at ISE 2020
TeamBoard, a Canadian based company, now under new management are undertaking a
series of new technology releases at the show in Amsterdam this year.
The company is well known for its 20+ years in the industry having brought to market one of
the first Interactive Whiteboards simply known as ‘TeamBoard’ back in the noughties.
Fast forward to 2020 and the new management for the company are hugely excited to
release the latest TeamBoard series of IFPs along with the custom built TeamBoard mobile
solutions.
The IFP series benefits from 10 years of collaborative development and engineering input
from across North America, Australia and China offering bleeding edge feature sets to
distributors in this incredibly exciting market sector.
The TeamBoard panel features an ultra slim IR technology which delivers a lightweight, fast,
responsive and robust panel complete with one of the smallest airgaps between glass and
LED seen on the market today.
Andy Penman, International Sales Manager says, ‘We are delivering a brand new series of
4K IFPs across the 55” to 98” size range that are brighter, quicker and more intuitive to use
than ever before. It is exciting to introduce the brand’s new technology to distributors from
across the globe after the incredibly positive reaction the technology has received thus far’
The impressive IFP series is complemented by a unique range of custom built TeamBoard
mobile solutions allowing users to navigate any environment with the technology, this range
features electric height adjustable and tilt to table technology.
‘Our TeamBoard mobile units are a very stylish addition to our complete bundle offering for
distributors, we cannot wait to show the market this range of solutions at the show in 2020’
TeamBoard have already signed distributors for the series in key areas such as Australasia,
and are actively looking to add to their growing global network.

